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On November 8, the Library will celebrate faculty
authors with a reception—
always a fun and stimulating
event. Thinking about the
publications we will have on
display leads me to think
about authors’ rights. Library staff members frequently receive questions
from faculty about the uses
they can make of published
resources, including their
own, within the bounds of
copyright law. Sometimes
the answers are straightforward, and sometimes they
are not. For your own publications, though, there are
more options for retaining
controls than many authors
may realize. But you must
plan in advance for the results you want.
Once an article, chapter, or
book has been accepted for
publication, the author
should think carefully about
the contract he or she will
be asked to sign. Publishers
routinely include contract
provisions that assign all of
the copyright privileges to
themselves. These include
distribution, display, repro-

duction, modification, etc.
The author, however, can
request to retain certain
rights. Perhaps you would
like to post the article to
your personal website. Perhaps you would like to post a
copy to the Assumption College Digital Institutional Repository when it becomes
available. Perhaps you would
like to use a portion of the
work in a later publication.
The good news is that
SPARC (Scholarly Publishing
and Academic Resources
Coalition) has a great website with a model contract
addendum you can use as is,

Doris Ann Sweet

or modify as you wish, to
make your request to the
publisher for retention of
certain rights. There are
discussions and explanations on the SPARC site
but here is a direct link to
the addendum: http://
www.arl.org/sparc/
bm~doc/Access-ReuseAddendum.pdf Many publishers, including even
Elsevier, are open to
negotiating these rights
issues. An author has
nothing to lose and potentially lots to gain from
negotiating rights with his
or her publisher.
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quest for you from other colleges and libraries in the area, in
the state, across the country
and even sometimes from
abroad using our software system called Illiad.

Wishing you a
successful Fall
Semester from
Your Interlibrary
Loan Office

To submit a request you will
first need to create an Illiad account and generate a username
and password. You can do this
by going to the library home
page and clicking on the Interlibrary Loan or “Illiad” icon.
Then click on “First Time Users” then “First Time Users
Click Here”. This will bring
you to a registration form.
Once you have filled in the reA warm welcome back from the quired information and chosen
interlibrary loan office. We hope a username and password you
that you all had a fun-filled sum- can click on the submit button.
mer. We are excited to assist you This will take you then to the
with all your interlibrary loan
interlibrary loan or Illiad page
needs. Any books or articles that where you can make your first
we do not hold here at Assump- requests.
tion College Library we can re-

Did you know that
Illiad….?
*allows you to track the status
of your requests
*keeps a history of your requests as a reference for
the future
*allows you to access your
electronically delivered articles for up to 30 days
*allows you to request renewable items again online without bringing them to the
library
Article requests are received
within 1 to 3 business days and
book requests are received
within 5 to 7 business days. We
will notify you by e-mail when
your interlibrary loans arrive.
If you require help with setting
up an account or any further
information Vivienne Anthony
or Robin Maddalena would be
very happy to help you.

The interlibrary loan office hours are 8:15am to 4:30pm Monday to Friday.
You can contact Vivienne Anthony at ext.7291 or vanthony@assumption.edu
and Robin Maddalena at ext.7271 or r.maddalena@assumption.edu

Rachel Gostkowsi, 2015
Brittany Kennedy, 2014
Michael Moran, 2013
Sarah Provost, 2015
Dylan Scotina, 2015
Michael Triana, 2015
Kristina Sullivan, 2016
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Second Floor Lounge aka d’Alzon Den

Liz Maisey

This summer it was necessary for the library to
give up part of the Den for the expansion of Disability Services. We want you to know that although the Den is smaller, it still has the same
cozy furniture and welcoming air it had before.
The Den was a very popular spot for students,
and we hope it will continue to be so.

One of the new nooks

The Den is even cozier now

The Library staff is always thinking of ways to
improve our space for our patrons. Look for
more changes down the road. Since not all of
the furniture fit back into the new space, the
Library staff rearranged some space in the
back of the second floor to create two nooks
with comfortable furniture.

The first art show of the 2012-2013 academic year features
works by A.J. Juarez and Michael Duncan Merle. The show is appropriately titled Cross-Fluence, the same name as the chapbook written by Stephen Campiglio with
cover illustrations by the two artists. The three artists featured in the first two events of the series are
part of a small community of artists who have supported and influenced each other since they met in
college over thirty years ago. Remarks by A.J. at the Opening Reception on September 4th were inspiring and interesting, and clearly illustrated the meaningful part art plays in his life. The enthusiasm displayed by both Stephen at the Poetry Reading on September 21 and A.J. at the Art Opening, made
each event enjoyable and memorable, and we are thankful they agreed to be our featured artists.
New Schedule for d’Alzon Arts Poetry Readings
In the spring, a library committee was formed to address the issue of how to attract larger audiences,
especially students, to our Poetry Readings. A decision was made to cut back on the number of readings and focus on Assumption-connected poets. After obtaining student input, it was also determined
that a new schedule may be more appealing. For now, one Poetry Reading will be held each semester,
on a Friday at 4:00 p.m.
Reflections
Presented by: Kenneth Welch (Sodexo employee)
October 15 – November 16
Opening Reception
Tuesday, October 16, 4:30pm
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What we read this summer...
The Flight of Gemma Hardy, by Margot Livesey, Review by Mary Brunelle
Have you ever read a story that takes place in Iceland? Neither have I. A reimagining
of Jane Eyre, this story follows Gemma Hardy, a young orphan making her way in the
world of mid-twentieth-century Scotland and Iceland. Gemma has all of Jane’s resourcefulness and determination, and at times the story has the same bleakness of the
original. Happily though, this narrative lacks the suggested bigamy, as the hero’s mystery does not involve a mad wife locked in the attic. I am a purist and never read “fan
fiction,” but this novel has received such high praise that I could not resist. I am glad I
bent my own rule, as this story swept me away.
The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything, by James Martin, S.J., Review by Nancy O’Sullivan

Marketing Students Take On a New Client: The D’Alzon Library

Jesuit writer James Martin, S.J. seems to be everywhere these days. Among other
things, he is the official chaplain for the Colbert Report. This is because he is an entertaining guest as well as a writer about the lighter side of spiritual life (See also his book
Between Heaven and Mirth.) His breezy, conversational tone and humorous stories
make Ignatian spirituality accessible to readers of all backgrounds. He not only shares
how Jesuits themselves carry out the charism and philosophy of their founder, St. Ignatius Loyola, but explains how those same spiritual practices can become part of anyone’s life. Whether you are a seeker or believer, enjoy the wisdom, and humor, of
Martin’s explanation of how to find God in all things.
Sandcastle Girls, by Chris Bohjalian, Review by Barrie Mooney
Do you love novels that at once, tell you a story, while at the same time teach you a bit
about an event in history? I love a good historical novel and this is a beautiful story of a
writer who discovers her ancestral Armenian heritage. Detailed within letters written by
the narrator’s American grandmother and Armenian grandfather, the tale toggles back
and forth between present day and 1915 at the time of the Armenian Genocide. This is a
moving story of both love and devastation. Intriguing and recommended.
Pavilion of Women, by Pearl S. Buck, Review by Vivienne Anthony
Madame Wu, on her fortieth, birthday, carries out a decision she has been planning
for a long time: she tells her husband that after twenty-four years their physical life
together is over and that she wants him to take a second wife. The House of Wu, one
of the oldest and most honored in China, is thrown into uproar by her decision, but
Madame Wu will not be dissuaded and arranges for a young country girl to wed her
husband. Madame Wu orchestrates this change as she manages everything in the extended household of more than sixty relatives and servants with elegance and a sense
of detachment. Alone in her quarters, she delights in her new found freedom and
reads books she has never been allowed to touch. When her son begins taking English
lessons, she listens, and is soon learning from the "foreigner," a free-thinking priest
named Brother Andre, who will change her life forever. I really enjoyed the evolution
of Madame Wu as she breaks free from the commitments of her wifely duties and
seeks out the scholarly knowledge she has yearned for, for years.

Staff
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Tech Notes
New Computers, Printer, and Laptops
In our ongoing efforts to
respond to your helpful
comments from last spring’s
MISO survey, we have
added 2 more desktop
computers and a printer to
our Reference Room. This
brings the number of desktops to 24 and the number
of printers to 3. In the
coming weeks, we will add
2 additional laptops, bringing the number to 13.

New Scanner
Were you one of the many people who
missed the scanner in the Reference Room,
when we removed it towards the end of the
spring semester? Come check out our brand
new touch-screen scanner!

Mary Brunelle

We hope the additional equipment will alleviate wait time
and the lines we so often see
near the printers. The 3rd
printer is stationed with the
stand-up computer, making the
area a full-fledged printer station and creating another space
away from the bottleneck of
the other 2 printers.
We welcome your feedback, as we continue to
make improvements to our computer area.
Mary Brunelle

magazine or book whose spine is durable enough.)
For multiple sheets, KIC offers an Auto-Document
Feeder, a feature lacking in our photocopiers.

The KIC cabinet also has a built-in USB port, allowing
the user to save to a flash drive with 1 tap. Users
The KIC (Knowledge Imaging Center) scanner who do not have a flash drive may email their docuis a sophisticated yet easy-to-use scanner to
ment to themselves, by tapping out their email adreproduce text, graphics, and photos. A sim- dress on the on-screen keyboard. In the coming
ple scan requires only 4 taps on the touchmonths, we hope to add a print function, allowing usscreen monitor. However, there are many
ers to print directly to HoundPrint.
options to adjust the quality and colors of the
scanned image, as well as output formats.
While the default format is a regular PDF file,
KIC offers many other file formats, including
searchable PDF with Optical Character Recognition, JPG, PNG, and mp3. The mp3 format
is a great option for those who prefer an audio
copy of their document, rather than a visual
copy.
Another great feature of the KIC scanner is
that it rests in a custom-made cabinet, rather
than on a table. This leaves the edge of the
scanner bed free, allowing the user to drape a
book over the edge of the bed and protect the
binding the book. (The scanner bed is quite
large and does offer dual-page scanning for a
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Displays Around the Library

Carol Pappas

as 2010-2011.
Challenges
are requests
to remove
Banned and Challenged
materials
Book Month:
from schools
Inside of the cases near the winor libraries and are as impordows, are books that were
tant as actual bannings. Be prebanned at some point, but we
pared to be surprised by some
now consider classics. This
of these books. A challenge to
wonderful display was put toFirst Year Common Book:
The Hunger Games was preNext visit the display on the low gether by Georgia Moore and
sented by a parent in Goffsbookshelf near the Reference Of- Pablo Sierra-Carmona, two of
town, NH claiming it gave her
fice that relates to the First Year our student workers. Some of
11 year old nightmares. Anne
the books are: The Sun Also Rises,
Common Book, The Last AmeriFrank: The Diary of a Young girl
can Man. Titles include The Na- For Whom the Bell Tolls,
was challenged at the Culpeper
Brideshead Revisisted, All the King’s
ture Principle, an inspiring call to
County, VA public schools.
Men, The Color Purple, Native Son,
better our lives by celebrating
The superintendent decided
The Jungle, The Grapes of Wrath,
and protecting the living world.
that the book would be taught
Brave New World, Catch-22 and
Last Child in the Woods explains
at a different grade level.
many others.
how to save our children from
Please take a walk around the
nature-deficit disorder. Embrac- The posters on the columns
ing Earth shows the Catholic ap- near the display cases represent Library and be prepared to be
dazzled, surprised and educated
proach to ecology. There are
books that have either been
many other books in the display challenged or banned as recently by our wonderful displays!
Art Work:
The Library has never been more
colorful! You can start by walking around and looking at the vibrant art by A. J. Juarez and Michel Duncan Merle on all of the
walls. You can read more about
these paintings in the d’Alzon Arts
column.

all showing how people can live
in harmony with nature and help
to save our planet.

Benefits of a Book Sale
Julie O’Shea

Mother Nature may abhor a vacuum but it’s obvious she enjoys a book sale. She proved her bias by
providing two picture perfect days for the 9th Annual Library Book Sale on September 12 and 13, 2012.
The setting was further enhanced by the new plaza in front of the library, installed in the latter part of
the summer. The books on offer covered a wide variety of subjects from gardening and cookery to
Shakespeare and John Donne. History, mystery, literature and children’s books were some of the
bestselling options. The ever popular “2 Bucks / Bag of Books”, which kicks in for the last 3 hours of
the sale, demonstrated new levels of packing precocity. Who knew you could fit 12 hardcover books
in a plastic bag? Many people went back to their dorms/homes with new treasures. The book sale is a
win/win situation – the buyer gets the enjoyment of a new book and the library uses the money to
send books to two Assumptionist communities in Africa; one in Kenya and one in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. This year’s success has us already looking forward to next year’s sale.
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New Look for the Live Chat/IM Service
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Libby Lipin

Midsummer, Google abruptly acquired and then discontinued
Meebo, a popular (and free!) instant messaging (IM) program.
Aside from many individuals who used it to communicate with
friends, Meebo was very popular among libraries, including our
own, for use in providing instant, online support to patrons working remotely. The fact that the program was available for use entirely free of cost only sweetened the deal.
When it was announced by Google that Meebo would be completely dissolved within a short span of time, the Reference Department at the d’Alzon Library, like so many of our peers, began
researching and testing several options to replace our trusty
Meebo.
After much consideration, the Reference team selected and installed Zoho Live Chat. While there are some new “quirks” to get
used to (see below), Zoho Live Chat offers simplicity, reliability, and zero cost IM service.
The new chat box is located in the same place as the old chat box, in the left column on the library’s webpage.
Just as before, you can chat with a librarian online anytime during normal Reference hours.
Here are some of those “quirks” I mentioned:
The ugly smiley face. We are looking for a way to get rid of it, but until then, he is ours, goofy expression and
all.
The grey overlay. You will probably notice that the chat box appears “greyed out.” This does not mean that no
one is online to help you! This is a default setting that is not changeable, though several Zoho users have
written in requesting that this be changed. When there is truly no one available to take your chat question, the box where you may type does not appear, and the words “I’m not logged in.” are there instead.
The name box is cut off. The white box that appears when someone is online to chat is meant for you to enter your name into. It is supposed to read “Enter Your Name Here,” but the box is too narrow to display
the whole message. You may also notice that the button you must click in order to begin a chat conversation only shows the letter “C.” This is because the rest of the word “Chat” is also cut off. Once again,
Zoho has been made aware of this issue, and have assured customers that they are working to fix it.
Zoho Live Chat is up and running, and we hope to chat with you soon!

@ the Copy Center

Nancy O’Sullivan

Assumption College’s Copy Center is the place to go when you need a large number of copies or when
you need to print or copy in color. The Copy Center is located on the lower level of Kennedy, next to
the Campus Police office. They are open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. According to
Michelle Carrignan, Assistant Supervisor, they frequently print single documents for students. The cost
for color is $.50/8.5x11 sheet and $1.00/11x17 sheet. Black and white is $.06/sheet and black ink on
color paper is $.08/sheet. Printing on resume paper is $.20/sheet. They don’t accept campus cash, so
bring cash or a check. They have a high capacity scanner to scan large documents, as well as a large
format full-color poster printer. In addition, they offer document layout assistance.
If you need some kind of special printing job done, such as a banner, the Copy Center staff will arrange
to have the work done by a local printer. The Copy Center also offers a variety of finishing options for
your project, such as cutting, booklets, laminating, and binding. It is best if you can plan ahead, but if
necessary, some requests can be processed within the day. They can be contacted at ext. 7134.

From the Back Cover

Carol Pappas

Opus Posthumous, by Wallace Stevens
“When Opus Posthumous first appeared in 1957, it was an appropriate capstone to the career of one most important writers of the twentieth century. It included many poems
missing from Stevens’s Collected Poems, along with Stevens’s characteristically inventive
prose and pieces for the theater. Now Milton J. Bates, the author of the acclaimed Wallace Stevens: A Mythology of Self, has edited and revised Opus Posthumous to correct the
previous edition’s errors and to incorporate material that has come to light since original
publication.”
— Book cover
A History of Italian Theatre, Edited by Joseph Farrell and Paolo Puppa
“With the aim of providing a comprehensive history of Italian drama from its origins to
the present day, this book treats theatre in its widest sense, discussing the impact of all
the elements and figures integral to the collaborative process of theatre-making. The impact of designers, actors, directors and impresarios, as well as of playwrights, is subjected
to critical scrutiny, while individual chapters examine the changes in technology and shifts
in the cultural climate which have influenced theatre.”
— Book jacket
The First Liberty: America’s Foundation in Religious Freedom Expanded and Updated, by William Lee Miller
“The concept of religion-based politics has taken on new and sometimes ominous tones –
even within the United States. In revisiting his prescient and influential first edition of The
First Liberty, William Lee Miller has written a pointed new introduction, discussing how
religious liberty has fathomed new depths in a post-9/11 world. Along with new material
on recent supreme Court cases involving church-state relations, and a new concluding
chapter on America’s religious and political landscape, this volume is an eloquent and
thorough interpretation of how religious faith and political freedom continue to intermingle – and most importantly, how each must respect the boundary of the other.”
— Book jacket
Chickasaw Removal, by Amanda L. Paige
“Many historians have written about President Andrew Jackson’s infamous desire to push
southeastern Native American tribes out of their native lands, leading to passage in 1830
of the Indian Removal Act, and the ordeals of the tribes along the “Trail of Tears.”
Chickasaw Removal brings new light to a dark, defining moment in American and Native
American history. The Chickasaw’s story continues after their arrival in Indian Territory,
where they encountered yet more dishonesty, opposition and internal conflict, and still
triumphed to become the strong and successful nation they are today.”
— Book jacket
The Lion’s Ear: Pope Leo X, the Renaissance Papacy, & Music, by Anthony M. Cummings
“For centuries, the Renaissance papacy has been celebrated for its generous patronage of
the arts. Pope Leo X, son of the legendary Lorenzo “the Magnificent” de’ Medici, is
widely understood to be one of the greatest patrons of music in European history, and
one of the emblematic figures of the Italian Renaissance. The Lion’s Ear is the first fulllength scholarly treatment of the musical patronage of a Renaissance pope and provides
an evocative picture of the musical life of the pre-Reformation papacy.”
— Book jacket

